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Introduction

The frigid waters of the polar oceans delimit the cold extreme for marine life.
This is particularly true in the case of the thermally isolated Antarctic Ocean
which is perpetually near or at freezing (!1.9oC) due to the thermal barrier
imposed by  the Antarctic Circumpolar Current [1]. The most fundamental
survival challenge faced by teleost fishes in these waters is a physical one -
the threat of being frozen. The body fluids of marine teleosts including polar
species are hyposmotic to sea water, 300-600 mOsM [2,3] versus 1000
mOsM, and thus have a higher colligative freezing point than the latter,
!0.56oC to !1.1oC versus !1.86oC.  By these simple physical considerations
alone, freezing death would be unavoidable especially in the presence of ice.
Unlike some reptiles and amphibians, fish cannot survive even partial
freezing of their body fluids.  A number of polar and subpolar fishes had
overcome this environmental challenge with a biological solution -  they
evolved ice-binding antifreeze proteins which enabled them to successfully
colonize icy habitats that were otherwise out of their reach. The impact of the
evolution of these unique anti-freezing proteins on organismal and ecological
success is manifested most strikingly in the case of the Antarctic notothenioid
fishes - a single teleost suborder (Notothenioidei) that has come to dominate
today’s Antarctic fish fauna in terms of species number (-50%) and biomass
($90%) [2,4-6].  Although other forms of adaptations - biochemical,
physiological, anatomical, and behavioral (other papers in this volume), have
also evolved and must have contributed in concert to the ecological success
of the notothenioids in their frigid environment, it is fair to say that since a
frozen fish could not evolve, the emergence of the antifreeze protein function
to assure survival in the first place was pivotal in allowing other adaptations
and organismal diversification to occur.

It is intuitively obvious that the driving force for the evolution of antifreeze
proteins was the cooling of the polar oceans to freezing temperatures over
geologic time.  What’s not obvious is where these novel proteins came from.
What are their genetic origins and the molecular mechanisms that created
them? When did they appear? The availability of modern molecular
techniques has allowed us to tackle these longstanding questions and answer



them in some cases.  This chapter reviews the recent findings on the
evolution of the antifreeze glycoproteins of the Antarctic notothenioids, and
the near-identical antifreeze glycoproteins of the unrelated northern cods.

Diversity of Fish Antifreeze Proteins

Four structurally different antifreeze proteins - antifreeze glycoprotein
(AFGP), and type I, II, and III AFPs (antifreeze peptides) from different cold-
water fishes have been well characterized. These proteins are found in
abundance in the circulation of  these fishes, 10-35 mg/ml depending on the
species and the severity of their cold environment. Despite their diverse
structures, they all perform the same function. The generally accepted
mechanism of antifreeze action is adsorption-inhibition. It is a non-colligative
mechanism involving binding of antifreeze molecules to specific faces of the
ice crystals that occasionally enter the fish, and inhibit ice growth at the
temperatures they live in, through the so-called Kelvin effect whereby the
thermodynamic driving force for ice expansion was essentially removed.
Thus the fishes' body fluids are preserved in a liquid state and the fish avoids
freezing [7, 8 for reviews].

The first antifreeze protein discovered was the AFGP from Antarctic
notothenioid fishes by DeVries [9]. AFGPs are present in the notothenioids
as a family of size isoforms, all composed of repeating units of the simple
glycotripetide monomer:

(Thr-Ala-Ala-)n        /
           N-acetylgalactosamine

              /
   Galactose

Eight different sizes of AFGPs were initially described; the largest was
designated as AFGP1(M.W. 34 kDa, n=55), and  the smallest as AFGP8
(M.W. 2.6 kDa, n=4) [10,11]. This nomenclature has persisted although
better protein resolution techniques have now revealed the presence of many
other intermediate sizes, totaling at least 18 in the McMurdo species
Dissostichus mawsoni and Pagothenia borchgrevinki [12].  In addition to size
variations, minor compositional variations are found in the small AFGPs 6-8
in which the first Ala in the repeats are sometimes replaced by Pro [12,13].
Thus the notothenioid AFGPs, although simple in primary structure, are
complex in protein heterogeneity (size and composition).

AFGPs were subsequently found in several Arctic and north Atlantic cods
which are unrelated to notothenioids [14,15].  Cod AFGPs are identical to
notothenioid AFGPs in every way, structure and protein heterogeneity. The
only difference is that Thr in the tripeptide repeats are occasionally replaced
by an Arg [14,15].  



The 3 types of AFPs are small peptides or proteins without attached sugars.
They were first classified based on distinctive differences in their protein
sequences.  Type I AFPs are Ala-rich (>50%), "-helical peptides of 3.3 - 4.5
kDa, most of which have a 11-residue repeat ending with a Thr. They are
found in the pleuronectids (flounder and plaice, order Perciformes) [16,17]
and the unrelated cottid sculpins (order Scorpaeniformes) [18].  Type II AFPs
are 11 to 24 kDa, cystine-rich, $-structured proteins found in a highly
divergent group of fishes - smelt (order Salmoniformes), herring (order
Clupeiformes) [19] and sea raven (order Scorpaeniformes) [20].  Type III
AFPs are 7 kDa and 14kDa globular proteins with unbiased amino acid
composition found in the closely related eel pouts (zoarcids) [21-23] and
wolffish (anarhichadid) [24].    

Two recurring themes are evident in the studies of the various fish
antifreezes - disparate protein structures but identical protein function, and
inconsistent correlation between the phyletic relatedness of the various fishes
and the type of antifreeze protein they synthesize.  Both indicate that fish
antifreeze proteins arose independently (at least 4 times) and achieved
remarkable functional convergence. As a monofunctional group of
macromolecules, the diverse antifreeze proteins epitomize the creativity of
molecular evolution.  Where did they come from?

Evolutionary Enigma of Near-identical AFGPs in Unrelated
Antarctic Notothenioids and Northern Cods

For over two decades since the AFGPs were discovered, the puzzle persists
as to how two such geographically and phylogenetically distant fishes, the
modern Antarctic notothenioids (superorder Acanthopterygii, order
Perciformes) and the more basal northern cods (superorder
Paracanthopterygii, order Gadiformes), could have arrived at essentially the
same AFGPs. An obvious possibility which  had been suggested is that the
two taxa inherited their AFGPs from a common ancestor [25], but this is
counter to their known phylogeny [26], their distinct geographic origins [27,
28], and the recent but separate glacial histories of the polar regions [1],
which collectively indicate that their ancestor is ancient and would not need
or have an antifreeze.  The alternate possibility is that these two groups
evolved their AFGPs separately, but it is equally difficult to conceive how
two near-identical sets of complex proteins could arise independently by
chance.  As gene sequences are records of evolutionary histories, through
detailed comparative analyses of the AFGP genes of Antarctic notothenioids
and northern cods, we have recently unveiled part of  the evolutionary
mystery of the AFGPs [29-31].
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AFGP Genes of Antarctic Notothenioids 

Notothenioid AFGPs are encoded by a family of many member genes [12].
The first AFGP gene reported was from Notothenia coriiceps [32]; the
sequence was later determined to be missing the signal peptide coding
sequence [29]. We have now reported the complete sequences of two AFGP
genes from a related nototheniid, the giant Antarctic toothfish D. mawsoni
[29,30]. A diagrammatic representation of a  Dm (D. mawsoni) AFGP gene
is shown in Fig. 1 A.  It consists of two exons interrupted by a single large
intron (I1, about 1.9 kbp). The small exon 1 (E1) encodes the 5'UTR
(untranslated region) and the signal peptide, and the large exon 2 (E2)
encodes the AFGPs and 3'UTR. Other notothenioid AFGP genes have the
same structures (unpublished data).

Fig.1. (A) Structure of an AFGP polyprotein gene from D. mawsoni (clone Dm1A, ref. 29) that
encodes 41 molecules of AFGP. (B) Processing of the AFGP polyprotein precursor.  A
chymotrypsin-like protease cleaves at Leu (L) and Phe (F), and a carboxypeptidase removes
the C-terminus Leu or Phe, producing the individual mature AFGPs.

Notothenioid AFGP genes have an unusual polyprotein structure in the
AFGP coding region (E2) (Fig. 1A).  While most protein genes encode one
protein molecule per gene, each notothenioid AFGP gene encodes a
polyprotein precursor containing many AFGP molecules, as many as 46 in



the Nc (Notothenia coriiceps) gene [32].  These molecules are linked in
tandem by 3-residue spacers with the highly conserved sequence of L/F-I/N-F
(Leu/Phe-Ile/Asn-Phe) (Fig. 1B) [12, 29,30,32].   Since the spacer residues
are not found in the mature AFGPs, and Leu and Phe are known substrates
of chymotrypsin, it is very likely that the AFGP gene is transcribed and
translated into a polyprotein which is then cleaved post-translationally at the
spacers by a chymotrypsin-like protease to yield the individual AFGP
molecules (Fig. 1B). 

The one Nc and two Dm AFGP genes that we have reported all encode the
small AFGP isoforms, AFGPs 6, 7 and 8, encompassing their various Pro
(substituting Ala) variants [29,30,32].  We have now also obtained another
gene from Dm that encodes two large size isoforms, in the range of AFGP4
and  AFGP1 respectively, among five other small ones (manuscript in
preparation).  These gene sequence data provided two pieces of important
information regarding AFGP heterogeneity and abundance. First, each and
every size and compositional AFGP isoform is distinctly encoded as
individual copies within polyprotein genes.  Thus the various lengths are not
due to protein processing through splicing small AFGPs or cleaving large
AFGPs into small ones.  Second, a large family of polyprotein genes [12] can
rapidly escalate the gene dosage that must contribute to the circulatory
abundance (35 mg/ml) of the AFGP in these fishes.

Notothenioid AFGP Gene Evolved from a Pancreatic Trypsinogen
Gene

The first clue to the origin of notothenioid AFGP gene was obtained from a
data base search for similar sequences, using the three AFGP genes that
encode small AFGPs as queries.  The 3' flanking sequences of these AFGP
genes were found to share over 70% identity with the 3' end of a  trypsinogen
cDNA from a pleuronectiform teleost, Atlantic plaice, Pleuronectes platessa
[33]. This high degree of nucleotide sequence identity clearly signals that
notothenioid AFGP and trypsinogen genes are somehow evolutionarily
related.  It was not obvious however how an AFGP gene could evolve from
a trypsinogen gene as the amino acid sequences of the two proteins share no
similarity whatsoever.

To decipher this relationship, we isolated and sequenced trypsinogen gene
and cDNA from the same notothenioid, D. mawsoni, and compared them to
the Dm AFGP gene and cDNA sequences.  The results and comparative
analyses that lead to our discovery of the molecular mechanism involved in
the transformation of a trypsinogen gene to an AFGP gene have been
published in detail recently [29]. The essential aspects of the evolutionary
process are shown in Figure 2, and described below.  
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The front and tail segments of Dm trypsinogen and AFGP genes where high
degree of sequence identity (93-96%) reside clearly were recruited and
incorporated to form the new gene. The front segment of trypsinogen gene,
namely E1 and I1 inclusive of a run of gt dinucleotides, were recruited and
used as is in the AFGP gene. Exon 1 which contains the coding sequence for
the signal peptide would provide the secretory signal for the emerging new
antifreeze protein. A large insertion (-1.7 kbp) was subsequently
incorporated into I1. The tail end of trypsinogen gene, namely the last exon
(exon 6) which encodes the C-terminus 50 residues of trypsin and the 3'UTR
was recruited and converted into the 3' sequence of AFGP gene starting from
the penultimate codon in the AFGP coding region through the downstream
3' flanking sequence (same as 3'UTR).  This region corresponds to the
segment of plaice trypsinogen cDNA that shares >70% identity with AFGP
3' flanking sequence in the initial database search.
Fig. 2.  Proposed evolutionary process of an AFGP gene from its trypsinogen progenitor in

notothenioid fish.  Two gene segments from trypsinogen gene, E1, I1 and several nucleotides
of E2 at the front end, and E6 at the tail end, were recruited.  E1 provided an identical signal
peptide for, and E6 was converted into 3' sequence of, the new AFGP gene. Sequence
identities were indicated numerically (%) and by same shading pattern  in these regions.  The
9-nt ThrAlaAla coding element from trypsinogen that straddles the E1/I1 junction gave rise
to a new AFGP coding region through repeated duplications, as reflected in the close
correspondence between its sequence and those of the tripeptide repeats (given in %) in extant
AFGP genes.  The codon for the first Ala was likely gct, as it would provide for the same
residue Ala, or Pro replacement seen at this position through a 1-nt substitution.  During this
evolutionary process, the bulk of trypsinogen gene (remainder of E2 through I5, dashed bars
and boxes)  was removed, likely after some amount of tripeptide duplications had taken place
(see text), and a stop codon (tga) for the coding region of AFGPs was established from a 1-nt
shift in reading frame at the 5' end of the recruited E6. The intron splice sequences are given
in italics. The origin of the spacer sequence in the polyprotein is unknown at this time.

The putative ancestral sequence that would give rise to the AFGP coding
sequence comprising E2 in the AFGP gene required more intensive searches.
At the very end of the front segment of sequence similarity, a 9-nucleotide



ThrAlaAla coding element, acagcggca (splice sequence in italics) was found
straddling the junction of I1 and E2 of trypsinogen gene (Fig. 2).  This  9-nt
sequence corresponds very closely to the coding sequences of the ThrAlaAla
repeats in the AFGP polyproteins (Fig. 2), indicating strongly that it is the
extant version of the ancestral sequence that gave rise to the AFGP tripeptide
repeats through iterative duplications.  It is very likely that the ancestral 9-nt
element was acagctgca (g for t substitution in extant version), reflected in gct
being the majority (61%, versus 36% of gcg) of the codons for the first Ala
in the AFGP tripeptide repeats (Fig. 2).  A single nucleotide substitution of
this codon will provide the same amino acid Ala (gct to gcg), or the periodic
Pro (gct to cct) seen in this position in the tripeptide repeats. The almost
exclusive bias for cct as the Pro codon (96%) (Fig. 2) in the AFGP
polyprotein genes lends strong support to this reasoning.

Thus, an ancestral trypsinogen gene spawned the primordial structure for
an AFGP gene by bequeathing and linking together two of its segments (front
and tail end) and shedding the bulk of the trypsin coding sequence in the
middle (most of E2 through I5).  The partly non-sense (intron) 9-nt element
that translates into ThrAlaAla, positioned thus in the middle of the evolving
structure, underwent  iterative duplications to create an entirely new protein
coding region for the tripeptide repeats of AFGP.  The first duplication of the
single ancestral 9-nt element probably occurred due to slippage at the
repetitive gt dinucleotides immediately ahead of it during DNA replication,
as repetitive sequences are prone to this process [34-36].  Fig. 3 proposes a
possible scheme for the first duplications. In support of the scheme, the
translated sequence at the 5' end of exon 2 after the proposed first slippage
replication, AlaValThrAlaAla-, is found in almost all the AFGP genes we
have sequenced (29,32, and unpublished data). 
 Subsequent duplications could arise from slippage at either the (gt)n
sequence or the newly minted ThrAlaAla coding sequences (Fig. 3). These
duplications could have occurred prior to the large deletion of the trypsin
coding sequence in the evolving structure producing an AFGP/trypsinogen
hybrid protein.  We have indeed isolated a Dm AFGP/trypsinogen hybrid
gene, that is, an AFGP gene that still retains the bulk of the trypsin coding
region (from E2 through at least I4) as its downstream sequence without a
terminator in between (manuscript in preparation).  This is the same gene that
encodes two large and five small AFGP isoforms mentioned above. This
hybrid gene indicates that tripeptide duplication first and bulk deletion of
trypsinogen later was likely the order of events in the conversion of
trypsinogen to AFGP gene.  The origin of the spacer sequence is presently
unknown.  Apparently it must have been acquired early as it was iteratively
duplicated along with the ThrAlaAla coding sequence to produce the
polyprotein structure.  Further investigations may solve this remaining
mystery in the trypsinogen to AFGP conversion.
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Fig. 3.  A likely scheme for the first duplications of the 9-nt ancestral trypsinogen ThrAlaAla
coding element, acagctgca (highlighted; splice sequence in italics).  Slippage replication and
mispairing at the (gt)n immediately upstream of the coding element could lead to its first
duplication (a to c). A second  round of slippage replication would lead to 2 tripeptide repeats
(d to f). A third round would lead to 4 tripeptide repeats, resulting in AFGP 8, the smallest
functional AFGP.



How Fast Could the First Notothenioid AFGP Gene Emerge?

The threat of freezing is a matter of life and death, and therefore would be
expected to exert tremendous selection pressure for the emergence of a
freeze-avoidance function, otherwise a lineage would rapidly terminate.  In
the notothenioids, the first ThrAlaAla duplication in fact could have occurred
before the selection pressure was in full force, as an accidental result of
replication slippage at the minisatellite sequence (gt)n in intron 1 immediately
ahead of the putative ThrAlaAla coding element in the ancestral trypsinogen
gene  (Figs. 2, 3).  A single or two ThrAlaAla repeats at the N-terminus of a
trypsin molecule might not affect trypsin activity but could endow the hybrid
protein with some measure of ice-binding activity, which would be a
selective advantage that became retained as the seawater approached and
hovered around freezing. The destination of trypsin secretion, the intestinal
fluid, where ice crystals could enter through seawater and food ingestion,
provided the logical testing site for refinement of the emerging antifreeze
molecule. The smallest fully functional AFGP, AFGP8, has only 4 tripeptide
repeats, which could be produced in only two additional rounds of slippage
replication after the first ThrAlaAla duplication depicted in Fig. 3 (a to c).
Thus the “experimental process” whereby the first functional antifreeze gene
(and gene product), likely an AFGP8/trypsinogen hybrid, was generated
could theoretically be very short, a matter of several rounds of DNA
replications.  As the environmental pressure increased and persisted, the
incipient AFGP/trypsinogen hybrid gene could rapidly undergo further AFGP
tripeptide expansion and whole gene duplications to escalate the gene dosage
required for large AFGP output to meet the environmental exigency.

When Did Notothenioid AFGP Gene Arise?

The answer to this question will also answer the question of when the
Antarctic Ocean reached freezing as the two are presumably temporally
linked.  Since the partly non-sense 9-nt ThrAlaAla coding element in the
ancestral trypsinogen gene by itself had no functional consequence, it is
reasonable to suggest that its de novo amplification must be driven by certain
selection pressure to provide a new function required by the organism, in this
case, the novel ice-binding function to survive the increasingly frigid, icy
Antarctic water.  By the use of a molecular clock rate (sequence divergence
rate), 0.5-0.9% per million year estimated for the mitochondrial DNA of
another teleost (salmon) [37], and the amount of sequence divergence
between Dm trypsinogen and AFGP genes in their homologous segments (4-
7%) (Fig. 2), we deduced that the conversion of the ancestral trypsinogen
gene to the first AFGP gene occurred about 5-14 million years ago (mya)
[29], a relatively recent event in evolutionary time. 



The time frame during which the Antarctic Ocean reached freezing
temperatures has been examined by physical methods (oxygen  isotope ratios
of planktonic sediments) extensively by paleo-oceanographers, but the
estimates have not been unequivocal.   The generally accepted time frame in
which the Antarctic water approached present-day conditions is mid-Miocene
or about 10-14 mya, subsequent to the establishment of the Antarctic
Circumpolar Current at about 22 mya which lead to the thermal isolation of
Antarctica [1].  This estimate agrees remarkably well with the estimated time
of appearance of notothenioid AFGP gene from our molecular data.  There
is some evidence suggesting production of Antarctic sea ice at the high
latitudes as far back as mid-Oligocene (38 to 30 mya) when glaciation
occurred over land, although bottom water temperature was still above
freezing [1].  Could the first emergence of notothenioid AFGPs have
occurred in that time frame [38]? The  estimate from molecular data indicates
not so, that it is in fact a much more recent, mid-Miocene event. 

Another piece of evidence that supports the mid-Miocene time frame of
AFGP evolution comes from recent molecular phylogenetic analyses of the
notothenioid fishes based on mitochondrial rRNA gene sequences, which
showed that the extant notothenioid families emerged during a burst of rapid
phyletic diversification around 7-15 mya  [39].  The ancestral notothenioid
stock is believed to be a bottom dweller [3,28], while the extant families
occupy all niches throughout the water column. Thus it is reasonable to
suggest that the ability to radiate into the cryopelagic habitats must coincide
with or closely follow the emergence of the antifreeze protective function.

Three independent areas of studies, paleoclimatic history of Antarctica,
evolution of notothenioid AFGPs, and molecular phylogeny of notothenioid
fishes, each with its own methodological uncertainties and limitations, appear
to have converged on the same mid-Miocene time frame for three temporally
related events - freezing of the Antarctic water, evolution of notothenioid
AFGP gene, and speciation and radiation of notothenioid fishes.  It is
difficult to dismiss such remarkable agreement as mere coincidence. Indeed
this is a rare case in which protein evolution, organismal adaptation, and
environment conditions can be linked directly through corroborating
biological/molecular and physical evidence.

Innovativeness of the Evolutionary Process of Notothenioid AFGP
Gene

The evolutionary process by which notothenioid AFGP genes arose is novel
and creative.  Most new genes evolve from existing genes or gene segments,
either through duplication and divergence [40], recruitment [41] or exon
shuffling [42].  Type II AFPs of sea raven, smelt and herring, the only other
antifreeze protein with a known evolutionary origin - the carbohydrate
binding domain of C-type lectins [19], apparently arose through straight
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forward duplication and divergence.  The formation of the notothenioid
AFGP gene indeed utilized some aspects of these known mechanisms.  What
sets it apart is that an entire new protein coding region was built up from a
rudimentary foundation - a minimal partly non-coding sequence, through
repeated duplications to create a unique protein with the novel ice-binding
function, thereby creating sense from partly non-sense.

Antifreeze Glycoprotein Genes of Arctic Cod

Through the use of molecular analyses we have also addressed the lingering
mystery of how the northern cods arrived at essentially the same AFGPs as
the unrelated Antarctic notothenioids [30].  We recently reported the first
AFGP gene from a northern gadid, the Arctic cod, Boreogadus saida [30];
its schematic structure is shown in Fig. 4A. Other Bs (B. saida) AFGP genes
have the same structure (unpublished data).

Fig. 4. (A) Structure of an AFGP polyprotein gene from the Arctic cod Boreogadus saida
(clone Bs3L, ref. 30) that will produce 13 molecules of AFGP if all the spacers (Arg residues)
are cleaved. (B) Processing of the AFGP polyprotein precursor.  A trypsin-like protease
cleaves at the carboxyl side of Arg (R), and a carboxypeptidase removes the Arg, producing
the individual mature AFGPs. Not all spacers are removed as a small percentage of Arg is
retained in the mature AFGPs. 

The Bs AFGP genes consist of three exons and two introns. Exons 1 and
2 and the two introns are small. E1 and E2 encode the 5'UTR and the
translation start (Met). The large exon 3 encodes the signal peptide, an
apparent AFGP precursor, and the 3'UTR.  The encoded AFGP precursor



consists of a long string of Thr-Ala/Pro-Ala repeats, punctuated at various
intervals by an Arg (R) or ArgAlaAlaArg (RAAR), with the Arg residue
occupying where a Thr is normally found.  The percentage of Arg residues
in the precursor encoded in these genes is always much higher ($7%) than
that in mature AFGPs (0.6-1.2%)[30].  Thus, similar to the notothenioids,
Arctic cod AFGP genes appear to also encode AFGPs as a polyprotein
precursor, but with some of the Arg residues serving as cleavable spacers and
involving a trypsin-like protease instead (Fig. 4B).

Arctic Cod AFGP Genes Evolved Independently

The polyprotein gene structure of the AFGP coding region of the Arctic cod
and notothenioid AFGP genes is where their similarity ends.  Molecular
evidence from detailed comparative analyses argue strongly for independent
evolution of the cod AFGP genes, and thus the near-identical AFGPs of these
two unrelated fish is a rare example of protein sequence convergence [30].
The evidence is summarized below:

Arctic Cod AFGP Gene Did Not Evolve From Trypsinogen Gene

The Arctic cod AFGP genes have none of the inherited features that bespeak
the trypsinogen origin of the notothenioid AFGP genes, i.e. the 5' and 3'
regions of high sequence identity which include identical signal peptides.
Thus, assuming an endogenous genetic origin, the cod AFGP genes must
have evolved from a different genomic locus which is decidedly not
trypsinogen.

Non-homologous Gene Structure

Homologous genes, i.e. genes that share a common ancestor, are highly
conserved in terms of the number of exons and introns and their positions.
This is clearly not the case between the AFGP genes of the two fishes. Arctic
cod AFGP genes have three exons and two introns, and the introns intervene
in the 5' UTR and between translation start and signal peptide (Fig. 4A).  By
contrast, notothenioid AFGP genes have two exons and a single large intron,
and the intron intervene between signal peptide and the AFGP polyprotein
(Fig. 1 A).  The AFGP genes of the two fishes are thus not homologous.

Distinct AFGP Tripeptide Coding Sequences

The codons for the tripeptide repeats in Arctic cod AFGP genes have a very
different bias from that of the notothenioids. The sequence composition of
one of the Bs genes is as follows:



                     Thr    -      Ala     -      Ala
       48%act      54%gca      54%gca
       47%aca     33%gcg      38%gcc     

Each of the three amino acids is encoded primarily by two codons, one of
which (highlighted) is seldom or never used in notothenioid AFGP genes
(Fig. 2).  The Pro that replace the first Ala are encoded by either cca (50%)
or ccg (48%) and very likely resulted from a 1-nt substitution of gca or gcg.
By contrast, the Pro in this position in notothenioid AFGPs are encoded
exclusively by cct, a result of a 1-nt substitution from gct (not used in Arctic
cod) to cct (Fig. 2). These differences indicate that the Arctic cod AFGP
repeats are derived from duplications of an unrelated ancestral ThrAlaAla
coding element.

Unrelated Spacer Sequence

The spacers of the 2 groups of genes share no sequence similarity at both the
nucleotide and protein level and are clearly unrelated. The distinct spacers
in fact invoke the use of a different protease in the processing of the
polyprotein precursor. While the origin of the notothenioid spacers is
unknown, the spacers in Arctic cod clearly arose from a 1-nt transversion,
aca to aga, converting a Thr to an Arg, since the Arg residues are exclusively
encoded by aga, and always replace a Thr in the repeats [30].

Convergent Evolution of Notothenioid and Cod AFGPs

Although the origin of the Arctic cod AFGP genes remain to be determined,
the above molecular evidence are consistent with and strongly support a
separate ancestry. Thus the very similar AFGPs of the northern cods and
Antarctic notothenioids are the products of convergent evolution. Protein
sequence convergence is very rare, and difficult to establish unequivocally
[43].  A priori, the probability for two very similar complex proteins to arise
separately is very low if not nil.  What made it possible in the case of the
AFGPs is very likely the simple primary structure, repeats of just three amino
acids or nine nucleotides. The apparently complex AFGP polyprotein gene
structure as well as the protein heterogeneity encoded in these genes in both
fish, seemingly improbable to have risen separately by chance, could in fact
arise quite readily from the tendency for repetitive sequences to undergo
expansion through slippage replication and unequal crossing over [34-36].
A prime example of the occurrence of such a process is the variable lengths
of short tandem repeats, or length polymorphism, in mini- and micro-satellite
DNA prevalent in eukaryote genomes [44-46], which forms the basis for
population studies [46,47]. Indeed the 9-nt AFGP tandem repeats in both fish



could be regarded as minisatellite DNA-like, which could and had undergone
similar expansion process as minisatellite DNA.  The immense selection
pressure from freezing water temperatures drove intra-gene expansion of the
repeats by slippage replication or unequal crossing over, as well as whole
gene duplications, resulting in the two similar and apparently complex AFGP
families in these two unrelated fish.
 
Future Studies

Our recent work on the AFGP genes demonstrates the power of molecular
analyses in answering several long-standing biological questions in the field
of fish antifreeze research - where did the Antarctic notothenioid AFGPs
come from (trypsinogen), how did they arise (partial recruitment and de novo
amplification), when did they appear (mid-Miocene), and how did the
unrelated northern cods arrive at the same AFGPs (through convergent
evolution). 

The use of molecular techniques will undoubtedly lead to the answers for
the many other remaining or new questions regarding antifreeze protein.
Besides the northern cods, the origin of type I AFP of flat fishes and
sculpins, and of type III AFPs of eel pouts and wolffish, has yet to be
determined.  New antifreezes are being discovered in addition to these well
known types. A recent report describes the presence of an AFP in long-horn
sculpin that differs in primary sequence from all the known antifreezes [48],
although it is present in extremely low circulatory concentrations and thus
its physiological role as an antifreeze is dubious. In any event, like type II
AFP, this may represent another case in which the progenitor molecule could
serve as an antifreeze prototype, and thus holds interest from the standpoint
of structure-function relationships. We have also recently discovered an
abundant AFP in an Arctic liparid fish that superficially resembles type I
AFP in having high Ala content but differs in all other aspects (no sequence
repeats and over two times in size) (unpublished results), and thus likely
represents a new antifreeze type with a distinct genetic origin. The evolution
of the diverse fish antifreeze proteins to achieve the same end function
undoubtedly qualifies as one of the most interesting model systems for
studies of macro-adaptation and molecular evolution.  As more advances are
made in deciphering the origins and evolution of these proteins, a wealth of
information on adaptive molecular evolution will certainly be forthcoming.
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